3D HOLOGRAM DISPLAY

HOLOGRAM DISPLAY

Hologram display is a newly developed type of
display technology. A series of dense LEDs on
the surface of the rotor blades rotate at a very
high speed and because the rotor blades can no
longer be recognized in rotation with the human
eye, the illusion arises of an object as a
hologram floating freely in space. The Hologram
display often be used at trade fairs, market
promotion, shopping centers, cinemas, subways,
airports, hotels, restaurants and many other hightraffic areas.

TECHNICAL DETAILS

XD60
size

60×60×10 cm

Net /Gross Weight

710g /2.3KG

LED quantity

168 dots*4（pcs）= 672 dots

viewing angle

180°

voltage

20V / 12A

Resolution

612*612

support Video format

MP4、AVI、RMVB、GIF、JPG

Power rating

50W

Storage

16GB

Operation system

Windows、Android、ios

brightness

1500 cd/qm

lifespan

continuously running for more than
30000H

Installation

wall hanging, grounding,ceiling

Max displaying size

Support holographic interaction
of multi-screen as PC extension to
enlarging image size

PRODUCT FEATURES

The Hologram display offers an extremely great opportunity to
present your customers an unprecedented product presentation
and to stay in the memory of the customers with this experience
for a long time.
With an innovative, easy-to-use app, you can effortlessly upload,
play, and modify 3D content on the hologram display of your
choice.

标配：设备，适配器，钉墙模具，动画素材

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES
Support holographic interaction
of multi-screen as PC extension to enlarging
image size

Automatic video source cutting and video
synchronization without affect the overall
display effect.
Specifications 3D creation for the hologram:
Format: .mp4 / Encoding: H.264
Background: black / free
use the full area in the video to show the
hologram in full size. Make sure that the
display is a circle, so the outermost corners of
the hologram will not be visible. We
recommend using only 3D models to ensure
the best possible 3D effect. For this we use 3D
animation programs like 3D Studio Max, etc
Software : laptop/app by 3D display

ACCESSORY

Installation

1.Transparent outer cover that is acrylic cover needs to be
purchased seperately (optional).
2.Ground stand :needs to be purchased seperately (optional).
3. Customized 3D content（optional） demo video will be
provided for free.

支架式

挂墙式

celling

